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Shifting Mind-sets and Changing Behaviours:
Empowering leaders with Business Evolution –
A Fit-for-the-Future Strategy Program, Method and Tools
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“Implementing
Thriveable Transformation”
th
June 18, 2019 – 6 International Reporting 3.0 Conference
Erasmus Pavilion Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Antony Upward – @aupward

About GCE NODE
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Who are the players
in this story…

…We met because we are
all members of these global
communities…

Norway

190+ developing systemic business design tools and methods…

Canada

1550+ thought-leaders, practitioners and researchers…
who include many from the Reporting 3.0 community
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Who are the people in this story…
Here today… from Better My Business

On-video… from GCE NODE

Antony Upward

Jan-Helge Viste

Better Business Designer

Eric Fath-Kolmes

Better Business Strategy Advisor

Participants and Leading Contributors…
30 Senior
Managers / CxOs
from 7 GCE NODE
Members,
Norway

Program Lead – Processes for
Increased Competitiveness /
Business Evolution

8 Experienced
Business &
Leadership
Coaches based in
Norway
Randy Sa’d
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REFOCUS Co-Founder

Harald Holt

Senior Strategy Coach

Our understanding
of the challenge…
How do we:
• Empower “regular” companies whose management teams
haven't yet thought much about how the world is changing
and how this will impact their viability?
• Enable the mindset shifts and behaviour changes of leaders
so they can design and follow new strategic trajectories that
are most powerfully aligned to the future that is coming?

LEARNING &
INNOVATION
STRATEGY
TRANSFORMATIONAL
CHANGE

How do we… meet people where they are and
provide a safe on-ramp to their transformation journey
…in ways that can scale?
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The program we built together… Business Evolution

Business Evolution*:
future-fit strategy design &
implementation planning
program for senior
management teams
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* GCE NODE’s internal name for this program is
“Processes for Increased Competitiveness”

1. Survey tool to share current situation with coaches, lab
leaders and peers
2. Quick-wins course to learn business modelling skills and
flourishing business canvas tool to realize first practical
benefits
3. Deep dive course for strategy development using
backcasting against science-based principles with
flourishing business model design

What does a course look like?

Exploring with a coach before, during & after labs

Practicing in the Lab with Colleagues, Peers and Coaches
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Sharing with Colleagues and Peers

Preparing and Learning using the Business Evolution
Learning Management System (LMS)

How is this different?
Flipped classroom approach that is practically
focused:
• Learning labs to work on their companies
strategy while practicing new skills and tools
• Peer Learning for insight, inspiration and
acceleration
• One-on-One coaching before, during, after
the labs
• Learning Management System for
pre-work to acquire new knowledge and be
introduced to new methods & tools
• Action work to apply new approach back in
the office with coaching support
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How is this different?
Not…
Learning

Instead…
An experience with peers

Education

Focused on taking action

Consulting

A facilitated journey with coaching support

One-time

A journey that builds competencies

Forecasting

Backcasting: starting with the end in mind + science

Methods & Tools Embedded methods with tools in the actions
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Results and feedback from participants

Participants strongly
recommend Business
Evolution program to peers
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Pilot program examples of mind-set shifts
and behaviour changes
• New Perspective and attitudes
• New strategies and approaches to strategy
• New ways of working together

Why is this program useful for innovation clusters?

• Significantly deepens relationship
with member companies
• Adds significant new value to
member companies
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• Funders impressed, releasing
funds for scale-up and beyond
• Confirmed via scale-up that
program meets members’ senior
leaders’ needs

What’s Next for Business Evolution at GCE NODE?
• Further scale-up to
GCE NODE members
• Further refinement of the program
• Enable new revenue streams
• Sharing the experience and
communicating the results via
Innovation Norway, national
innovation agency
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What’s Your Business Evolution Opportunity?
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• How could business evolution help you reach your goals: empowering the
leaders you work with to develop their fit-for-the-future strategies?
• What are interesting possibilities for you...
…as we continue to improve the program with
GCE NODE, EIT-Climate-KIC and others?
• Learn more about our experience with NODE
and others

• Host a pilot program in your communities
• Apply the business evolution method and tools to
your own business, or in your work as a consultant
• Contribute to the further development of the
method and programming
• Explore partnership possibilities
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Randy Sa’d
Founder & Executive Director
REFOCUS
+1.416.970.2529
randy@refocussustainability.com
www.refocussustainability.com
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Antony Upward

Eric Fath-Kolmes

Co-Founder & Better Business Designer

Better Business Strategy Advisor

+1.416.576.2542
antony@BetterMy.biz
@aupward

+31 62 524 4557
eric@BetterMy.biz
@efathkolmes

@BetterMyBiz www.BetterMy.biz
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Jan-Helge Viste
Program Lead – Processes for Increased
Competitiveness / Business Evolution
+47 909 25 977
janhelge@gcenode.no

Harald Holt
Senior Strategy Coach –
Flourishing Business Canvas
& Business Evolution
+47 901 01 260
haraldholt@gmail.com
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gcenode.no
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“Implementing
Thriveable Transformation”
th
June 18, 2019 – 6 International Reporting 3.0 Conference
Erasmus Pavilion Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Antony Upward – @aupward

inquiry@
www.FlourishingBusiness.org
FlourishingBusiness.org
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@FlourishingBiz
#FlourishingBiz

www.facebook.com/
FEIToolkit

tv.FlourishingBusiness.org

www.SSBMG.com
wiki.SSBMG.com – Vision, Past Meetings,
Project Collection Greenhouse
blog.SSBMG.com – Blog Posts
drive.SSBMG.com – Videos & Presentations
literature.SSBMG.com – Deep Dive Reading

forum.SSBMG.com

tv.SSBMG.com
@StronglySustain
#SSBMG

www.facebook.com/
StronglySustainableBusinessModels

inquiry@SSBMG.com

Exploring how to enable entrepreneurs and established businesses
to realize enterprises that choose flourishing as their goal is the
work of this global community of innovation practice since 2012
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Overview
• Hosted by Strategic Innovation Lab at OCAD University
• A global community of innovation practice
• An action-research knowledge mobilization initiative
• Micro ecological-economic / systemic-design

• Founded Jan 2012

• >1550 members from around the world and growing
• Practitioners, graduate students and researchers
• Volunteer run… seeking more formal structure

• Member’s collaborate on a range of projects
• International meetings monthly (>80 meetings to date)
• Growing body of peer reviewed and practitioner publications
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Join us at forum.SSBMG.com

Details at wiki.SSBMG.com

Collaborative Initiatives of Our Members

…and our members are actively exploring
starting at least three other projects
including one on Product Design

Taking action around the world to enable strongly sustainable enterprises
Gaining practitioner, academic and funder attention
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Making Connections
International Conference RSD8
Relating Systems Thinking & Design Symposium
Chicago – October 17-19, 2019

International Conferences
on New Business Models #4
July 1-3 2019 Berlin

Institute for
Evolutionary
Leadership

Acting as a collaboration hub for everyone working in this growing field
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Flourishing Enterprise Institute

• The institute is being initiated by the members of the Strongly Sustainable Business
Model Group as permanent home for all our action-research projects – a “think and do
tank”
• The institute will be a planetary wide network of nodes undertaking action-research,
and developing innovation practices, to realize Flourishing Enterprises worldwide
• Research Agenda Meeting August 2019
Project now funded and underway… on-line conversation at
http://Loomio.FlourishingEnterpriseInstitute.org
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News will be posted to the SSBMGroup’s LinkedIn forum
http://forum.SSBMG.com

Viessmann Centre for
Engagement and
Research in Sustainability,
Wilfrid Laurier University
will be host of First Node

